NOTICE TO RECIPIENT OF STRAIN(S)
006594, 006595, 006596, 006622, 006623, 006624, 006625, 006626, 006627, 006628, 006629, 006630, 006631, 006632, 006633, 006634, 006635, 006636, 006637, 006638, 006639, 006640, 006641, 006642, 006643, 006644, 006646, 006647, 006648, 006649, 006650, 006651, 006652, 006653, 006654, 006655, 006656, 006657, 006658, 006659, 006660, 006661, 006662, 006663, 006664, 006665, 006666, 006667, 006668, 006669, 006670, 006671, 006672, 006673, 006674, 006675, 006676, 006677, 006678, 006679, 006680, 006681, 006682, 006683, 006684, 006685, 006686, 006687, 006688, 006689, 006690, 006691, 006692, 006693, 006694, 006695, 006696, 006697, 006698, 006699, 006700, 006701, 006702, 006703, 006704, 006705, 006706, 006710, 006712, 006713, 006714, 006715, 006716, 006717, 006720, 006721, 006722, 006723, 006724, 006725, 006727, 006740, 006741, 006742, 006743, 006744, 006745, 006746, 006747, 006748, 006749, 006750, 006751, 006752, 006753, 006754, 006755, 006756, 006757, 006758, 006759, 006760, 006761, 006762, 006763, 006764, 006765, 006766, 006767, 006768, 007878,

Including progeny and derivatives, (including but not limited to proteins, nucleic acids, cells or tissues or other materials generated from or prepared from these mice), "MICE".

Use of MICE by companies or for-profit entities requires a license from The Rockefeller University (Institution) prior to shipping.

Contact for license inquiries:

Nidhi Sabharwal, PhD,RTTP
Assistant Director, Marketing & Licensing
Office of Technology Transfer
Rockefeller University
1230 York Avenue
New York, NY 10065
Ph: 212-327-7092
Fax: 212-327-8267
E-mail: nsabharwal@rockefeller.edu

As a service to the biomedical research community, The Jackson Laboratory ("TJL") provides MICE to recipient solely for non-commercial research purposes. Recipient agrees that the MICE will not be bred for sale nor distributed to any third parties outside the recipient's institution, and will be used solely for non-commercial research purposes. Recipient understands that supply of the MICE does not include a license under any relevant patent rights. The original source of the MICE is the INSTITUTION. Use of these MICE by for-profit entities or for Commercial Purposes shall require a license from INSTITUTION that can be obtained by contacting the office listed above. "Commercial Purposes" shall include uses of the MICE by any organization, including recipient, to: (i) perform any research on behalf of any commercial entity, (ii) develop any commercial product or process, including drug
screening or drug testing, or (iii) conduct research activities that result in any sale, lease, license, or transfer of the MICE to a for-profit organization.

THESE MICE ARE EXPERIMENTAL IN NATURE AND TJL MAKES NO REPRESENTATION AND EXTENDS NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY WARRANTY OF NON-INFRINGEMENT OF ANY PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.

In no event shall TJL or INSTITUTION be liable for any use of the MICE, and recipient hereby agrees to defend, indemnify and hold TJL and INSTITUTION harmless from any loss, claim, damage, or liability which may arise from recipient's use, storage and disposal of the MICE.